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Introduction

Abstract

Distributed collaborative printing environments are
almost non existent today in corporations. The problem
is that requires (among other things) a high level of
attention and control from users. Printing remains a nondistributed task today other than for maintenance or
printing over the network.
This could happen if our devices would be more
autonomous, so that they could take by themselves some
of the underlying decisions that are required for
collaborative printing. For example, deciding to use an
external centralized RIP for color processing-intense
operations in base to the nature of the job.
We propose achieving autonomy by using Grid
computing techniques. In general a computing grid is a
type of parallel and distributed system that enables the
sharing, selection, and aggregation of geographically
distributed “autonomous” resources dynamically at
runtime depending on their availability, capability,
performance, cost, and users' quality-of-service
requirements [1].
In our specific case, resources are printers and
printing options RIPs, languages supported, finishing
options, etc. There are obviously limitations to the
remote availability of some operations, for example,
distance and the amount of data to transfer can be an
issue.
The key distinction between clusters and grids
mainly lies in the way resources are managed. In case of
clusters, the resource allocation is performed by a
centralized resource manager and all nodes cooperatively
work together as a single unified resource. In case of
grids, each node has its own resource manager and does
not aim for providing a single system view. The
autonomous aspect of grid is more interesting than for
clustering.

The usage of cluster printing capabilities is not as widely
spread today in corporate environments as it could be.
Printing remains for most places a single-device task,
even when multiprocessor systems and inter-network
protocols are evolving to integrate in other fields, e.g.,
ad-hoc networking, self-configuration protocols, and
peer-to-peer transfers. Printers do not yet benefit from
the potential advantages of having a high-level of interdevice collaboration.
In essence, the main reason is that a higher level of
attention and control from the user is usually required;
making distributed printing processes a complex task.
But, what if our printing devices would become more
autonomous? They could take by themselves some of the
underlying decisions that are required for devices to
work together liberating the user from this decisiontaking process. How to effectively balance all of these
requirements to maximize cost-effectiveness of our daily
work?
Hewlett-Packard is investigating these possibilities
with large format printers by using Grid computing
technology. Large format printers are powerful devices
with high-bandwidth for data transmission and
processing, and that many times lay idle.
This
technology makes large format printers become a
proactive powerful component in printing workflows,
e.g., when adding a new printer, the overall bandwidth
increases in a balanced manner; the grid is as easy to use
as having just one printer – see Figure 1 to illustrate it.
However, there are limitations in the suitability of
Grid technology for printing; communication overhead
can be an issue as for large-format-printers generally
deal with large volumes of printable data. This paper
does an analysis on the conditions in which printing in a
grid makes sense.

Scenarios of Example
A user would perceive the grid as a “mega printer”
having available all capabilities existing from printers in
the grid, but not knowing the exact location of all of
them. Previous projects and products have offered these
capabilities before; the difference now is based on the
flexibility, dynamism, and autonomy on which the grid
can configure itself. In addition, the large computing
power embedded within some of our printing devices
can be used to collaborate in other grid-enabled activities
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Figure 1- Optimal Scenario.
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taking place in an adaptive enterprise, some of them not
related to printing.
Scenario 1. Marketing employee in a corporation
has a poster. She wants to print it at her facilities where
there are many large format printing machines around,
but she has no printer herself, and she does not care on
which printer to run the job as soon as this is done
quickly.
Scenario 2. An employee of a SMB print service
provider needs 10 posters on time. This is no urgent but
she does not want to wait or monitor the process. What is
more, she needs her computer free for other things. She
wants to print where it will be cheaper and does not
know whether there are RIPs or not installed some place.
She will print to the grid knowing that it will be done
using all available printers in the most cost-effective and
efficient way. She will be receiving the posters via
internal mail, and that is fine.
Scenario 3. A graphic artist will print to an external
RIP because she likes changing the color curves in there.
She stores post-ripped jobs in that machine for later
reproduction, but she does not care where to finally print
them as long as the profiles are correct and calibrated
machines do a correct reproduction.
This paper has analyzed the feasibility of these
scenarios from an analytic perspective using queuing
theory techniques to model large format printers, devices
and workflows. A natural continuation of this work
would be prototyping the experiences to run in-lab
customer satisfaction measurements.

operations in the printing workflow (not in the
communications) that are internal to the machine.
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Figure 2- The Model.
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Figure 3- Model of Job Processing.

Jobs are represented in our simulation model by using a
set of conveniently selected attributes such as file size in
Kbytes, file size after parsing in Kbytes, rendering size,
job complexity indicator, etc. It is evident that sizes
after parsing and rendering a job are not correlated to the
size of the original file, but simply these sizes give us a
representation of the complexity of the job if nothing
else than for simplifying our model.
A Raster Image Processor (RIP) transforms original
printable jobs into a raster language that is suitable to the
printing engine and defined on the final device CMYK
color space. The engine will then use half-toning
algorithms bridging at last digital formats with paper
output. Consider that embedded RIPs in the printer or
software RIPs in user workstations are interesting
capabilities to service the grid.
In our model the RIP is represented by a server
using a FIFO queue discipline. Other scheduling
methods, e.g., with priorities, or multi-queue servers
have not been taken for simplicity of the model. The
server has a performance processing base of Rpref
Kbytes/sec. To compute the processing cost of a given
ripped job we consider the Rcomplexity and Rsize attributes
with the following expression:

The Model
We propose the use of a discrete-event based model of
the system and prototype it in a C/C++ simulation
environment using CSIM [2]. CSIM is adequate to
express complex management algorithms and can be
used in all evolving phases of the project to test the
functionality that eventually will run in the devices.
Figure 2 shows a high-level view of the system
containing printers, user workstations and external raster
image processors (RIPs) that are attached to a standard
local area network (LAN).
The LAN represents any internet or shared networkbased connection of general purpose, not a dedicated
network for printing and graphics-related operations.
However, for simplification purposes in our model we
consider the LAN having at least 100 Mbps of
bandwidth. We also consider grid management cost in
CPU as negligible compared with the one involved in
printing and ripping. For the same reason the network
cost of the grid management network can be considered
as negligible when compared with the cost of
transferring print jobs.
The user workstation is the source of jobs to the
system. When a job is sent to a printer in order to get a
print-out, the job goes through different processing
stages as reflected in Figure 3. This is also a
simplification in which we take job parsing and
rendering as the main cost-computational consuming

Trip = Rsize x Rcomplexity / Rpref

(1)

The printer receives now jobs from the network, but
these jobs are not necessarily received for producing a
printout. They can also be received for ripping, color
managing, etc before resending them out. They can also
be temporarily stored until “the grid decides so” for
example choosing where to produce the final printout.
Figure 4 shows the model using queues, all queues
using FIFO schedulers for simplicity. The model has
been simulated using the properties of a real load batch
of complex – and large – graphic files such as maps,
plots, poster-sized pictures, etc. The load was
constructed to be representative of that present in a large
format printing workflow.
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Printout

that matter and then analyze the infrastructure
requirements as well as the feasibility limits on large
format printing workflows.
This analysis has proven the feasibility of the idea
from its very bases, showing how much transfer times
become irrelevant. However, we can already anticipate a
number of problems that will rise on products
implementing these features, for example managing
access control issues in these printing grids.
Future steps will guide us into solving these
problems so that customers, corporations and smallmedium-business could use printing grid technology to
easily and effectively increase their computing power
when purchasing a new printer.

Processor
RIP

Local grid
Queue
Network
Figure 4- Queuieing Model of a Printer.
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Figure 5- Results of the Simulation.

Conclusion
Although computing power is each time increased with
newer and smarter devices, their level of autonomy is
still very limited. We propose using grid technology for
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